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Description
The cards header, mostly used in install tool, is missing some proper bottom padding. See some examples:
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Associated revisions
Revision b801c3bc - 2020-12-22 07:57 - Martin Kutschker
[BUGFIX] Remove extra card stylings introduced with Bootstrap 5
Remove background of card header and bottom/top border of
card header/footer so the style does not change from TYPO3 v10
to v11.
Also re-add checkbox-type-toggle absolute positioning of the
hidden checkbox in order to avoid upper spacing above checkbox
toggle elements (causes too much spacing in feature cards).
Resolves: #93120
Releases: master
Change-Id: Ibd2e87c4e4284218390c4e8d0722fcdee87de92f
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/67231
Tested-by: Benjamin Franzke <bfr@qbus.de>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benjamin Franzke <bfr@qbus.de>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2020-12-21 20:59 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/67231
#2 - 2020-12-21 20:59 - Martin Kutschker
While it's true that the bottom-padding "is missing" in v11, this only happens because the header has now a background and a border.
This change in CSS is what calls for the added padding.
The background causes some more broken layout, eg in the about module.
#3 - 2020-12-22 07:24 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/67231
#4 - 2020-12-22 08:01 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset b801c3bcb6e683dc7b968b2af5c6a5eb2c131533.
#5 - 2020-12-22 11:01 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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